1. Theme Transition to Blue Crystal

As part of the S4 HANA Migration Project, the SAP GUI version will need to be updated from the current SAP GUI 7.5 to SAP GUI 7.60. The current default theme for many users is the “Enjoy” theme, which has been discontinued and is no longer available in the S4 HANA environment. As a result the new default theme in will be “Blue Crystal”.

Overall, changes to the layout and function of the main page, transaction screens and reports are primarily cosmetic in nature. Users will notice similarities across both themes (see examples below), which include:
- similar header tabs, text and location of icons
- similar use of font and text colours
- similar entry fields and page layouts

**Quick Tip** – if you’re not sure what icon is for, hover over it with your cursor and a text description will pop-up!
2. **New Shortcuts are added on the start menu**
   4 new shortcuts have been added for the new S/4 HANA systems. You will receive further communication on when you can use those new systems.

3. **New SAPGUI logon entries**
   SAP GUI Logon has the new HANA entries and also the old systems have been removed. You will receive further communication on when you can use those new systems.